nately produces accurate segmentations from simultaneous atlas mapping.
Modeling the photographic noise as Gaussian and conditioning on the The Diffeomorphism Prior: The histological stacking constrains the brains 170 as smooth transformations of the template, where the diffeomorphisms are generated as diffeomorphic flows ϕ t ∈ Diff [24], solving the ordinary differ-ential equation 
This square-metric is used as a quadratic potential for the smoothness prior 
See Appendix B for the explicit equations for geodesics satisfying the Euler-
188
Lagrange equations [27, 30] and Appendix A for the matrix Green's kernel.
189
We use the notation ϕ v to emphasize the dependence of the diffeomor-
190
phism and the geodesic metric on the vector field v. Strictly speaking, the 191 group generated by integrating (4) with finite norm · V is both dependent 192 on the norm of V as well as a subgroup of all diffeomorphisms; we shall sup-193 press that technical detail in the notation. uous. We model the images as arising from a smooth "Sobolev" or RKHS
200
I ∈ H k supporting derivatives ∂ h f = ∂ h 1 +h 2 +h 3 ∂x h 1 ∂y h 2 ∂z h 3 f that are square integrable,
201
with norm:
This is a quadratic form for a Gaussian random field prior on the dense for the z-partial derivatives,
The gradient is forced to 0 at the boundaries of the image. Model the random sectioning with section-independent jitter as a product density π(R) = i π(θ i , t x i , t y i ), the priors centered at identity. Generating MAP estimates of the rigid motions generates the MAP estimator of the histology restacking problem denoted as
Since the diffeomorphisms are infinite dimensional, the maximization of the atlas, the augmented random variables to be estimated are (R 1 , . . . , R n , ϕ) ∈
216
(R 3n × Diff).
217
Problem 1 (MAP, Penalized-Likelihood Estimator).
218
Given histology stack J i (x, y), (x, y) ∈ R 2 , i = 1, . . . and reconstructed stack 
The MAP, Penalized-Likelihood estimators satisfy
with · 2 2 denoting the norm per z-axis section:
We call this the atlas-informed model. The first two prior terms of 225 (9) control the smoothness of template deformation and the realigned target 226 image stack, with the third keeping the rigid motions close to the identity.
227
The last term is the "log-likelihood" conditioned on the other variables.
228
The optimization for the R * rigid-motions is not decoupled across sec- The principal algorithm used for solving this joint MAP-penalized like-
234
lihood problem alternates between fixing the rigid motions and solving LD-
235
DMM and fixing the diffeomorphism and solving for the rigid motions. This 236 is described in the Methods section.
237
When there is no atlas available this is equivalent to setting α i small and becomes a MAP rigid motion restacking of the sections:
We term this the atlas-free model. The gradient of the rigid motions with 
247
Algorithm 1. 2. Update LDDMM for diffeomorphic transformation of atlas coordinates:
3. Deform atlas I 0 • ϕ new−1 and generate new histology image stack:
Return to
Step 1 until convergence criterion met.
253
The form of the gradients for the rigid motions is given in Appendix D.
254
The LDDMM update solutions are given by Beg [25].
255
2.5 Software Implementation
256
The algorithm described above is applied to Nissl histological stacks using The model was applied to binary image phantoms in order to examine the 302 "curvature" problem in which a 3D curved object cannot be accurately re-303 constructed after being sectioned. This is illustrated in Figure 3 . We pro- (Fig 4c is less warped than Fig   326   4b ).
327
Figure 4: Transformed grids illustrating the difference in the mapping deformation from the atlas-free methods from (A) to histology stack target (B) versus the atlas-informed algorithm which produces (C).
Jittering the Allen Atlas

328
A similar experiment was performed using the Allen mouse brain atlas as 
345
Figure 5: Atlas phantom simulation to validate recovery of sectioning parameters and diffeomorphic shape difference. a) The ground truth target I is sectioned to generate the observed target J i . b) Transformed grids illustrating the brain phantom atlas (top) shown mapped onto the histological stack using the atlas-free algorithm (bottom left) and the atlas-informed algorithm (bottom right). c) The ground truth diffeomorphism to be recovered. per experiment were performed.
Simulated Bias and Variance Statistics
358
Figure 6: Left column shows phantom for identity, shearing, and jitter of sections (successive rows); right column shows Gaussian white noise added to the atlas at various standard deviations. The jitter random rigid motions were normally distributed (t x , t y ) ∼ N (µ = 0, σ 2 = 36), θ ∼ N (µ = 0, σ 2 = 100) in pixel units. The Green's kernel is translation invariant and takes the form
with Id 3 the 3 × 3 identity matrix, for the Green's function continuously differentiable:
k(x, y, z) = 4 3 + 3 x 2 + y 2 + z 2 + 3(
4 is referred to as A. The reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) with this Green's kernel corresponds to vector fields satisfying
B Geodesics solving Euler-Lagrange Equations
541
The explicit equations for geodesics associated to the RKHS norm v V and 
To prove the Hamiltonian momentum evolution the second equationṗ = −(dv) T • ϕp of (13) for Av a classical function we use the inner product notation ·, · to calculate the Lagrangian: To get the Hamiltonian momentum p = ∂φL(ϕ,φ), we take variation with 545 respect to Lagrangian velocityφ →φ ε =φ + εδφ and ϕ → ϕ + εδϕ giving
Combining gives the Hamiltonian momentum : , δφ .
The variation ϕ → ϕ ε = ϕ + εδϕ requires the inverse:
(ϕ −1 + εδϕ −1 ) • (ϕ + εδϕ) id + ε(dϕ −1 ) |ϕ δϕ + εδϕ 
Taking a similar variation of the Lagrangian as above but with respect to 
The third equation of (13) follows from p = Av • ϕ|dϕ|. Integrating with the
dz 2 (J(r(θ, z)x + t(z))) r(θ, z), ∇ X J(r(θ, z)x + t(z))+ t(z) σ 2 regT (17)
D Gradients for Random Orbit Model
554
The minimization of the energy E v of (11) 
